
 

  Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Kyle Lamothe, Matthew Bush Date Created / Revised: July 28, 2020 

Six Weeks Period: Second Grade Level & Course: 11th Physics (PHSPHU3L1) 

Timeline:  14 Days Unit Title: Unit 03 Newton’s Laws of Motion Lesson #01 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

 Scientific processes.  
P.2The student uses a systematic approach to answer scientific laboratory and field investigative 
questions. The student is expected to: 
P.2F Demonstrate the use of course apparatus, equipment, techniques, and procedures including triple 
beam balances, clamps, dynamics demonstrations equipment, data acquisition probes, slotted and 
hooked lab masses, stopwatches, graph paper, protractors, friction blocks, 90-degree rod clamps, metric 
rulers, spring scales, meter sticks, scientific calculators, computers. 
 
P3 Scientific processes. The student uses critical thinking, scientific reasoning, and problem solving to 
make informed decisions within and outside the classroom. The student is expected to:  
P.3F Express and interpret relationships symbolically in accordance with accepted theories to make 
predictions and solve problems mathematically, including problems requiring proportional reasoning and 
graphical vector addition. 
Science concepts 
P.4 . The student knows and applies the laws governing motion in a variety of situations. The student is 
expected to: 
P.4D Calculate the effect of forces on objects, including the law of inertia, the relationship between force 
and acceleration, and the nature of force pairs between objects. Readiness Standard. 
P.4E Develop and interpret free-body force diagrams. 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

Weight is the force of gravity acting on an object’s mass. 
  
Forces and mass determine acceleration. 
  
Acceleration and forces are vector quantities. 
  
Newton’s laws describe the effects of external forces on masses and their motion. 

● Free-body diagrams are an essential step in the analysis of force-acceleration problems. 

A force experienced by any object can be explained as an interaction with another object. Interactions 
always happen between 2 objects, and both objects experiences the same amount of force during the 
interaction. “You can’t touch without being touched” 

Misconceptions ● Students may think objects with more mass “push harder” than objects with less mass. 
● Students may think objects with more mass experience greater acceleration due to gravity than 

objects with less mass. 
● Students may think a constant force must be applied to an object for it to remain in motion. 
● Students may think that even without friction, objects in motion would still eventually stop 

moving 

 



Key Vocabulary  Force – a push or pull on an object 

Inertia – the resistance of an object to a change in motion 

Acceleration – rate of change in velocity of the motion of an object 

Free body diagram – a diagram of all forces acting on an object drawn as vectors outward from the center 

Weight – the gravitational force that an object exerts due to its mass 

Mass – the amount of matter an object contains, a measurement of inertia 

Net force – sum of all force vectors into a combined or total force 

Normal force – force exerted perpendicular to the surface an object rests on (support force) 

Friction – force opposing motion caused by the interaction of surfaces 

Torque – the product of the force and the lever arm that may cause rotational motion 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1- Engage Bellringer: In your own words: what does it mean to be gullible, 
what does it mean to be stubborn?  
Objective: We will discover what inertia is and how it effects the 
motion of different objects. 

Engage: Bowling Ball Broom Grand Prix 
                   Materials: 2 bowling balls, 2 brooms, cones 
 split class up into 2 teams and have a relay race of teams using 
a broom to push a bowling ball around a simple marked off lane. 
Emphasize No Touch Zone. 
 
Debrief: What made this race difficult? (it’s hard to control a 
bowling ball with a broom) 
Is it only hard to increase the speed of the bowling ball from 
rest?   (No, its also hard to stop it from moving) 
What about the bowling ball makes this so hard? (it’s mass) 
 
4 situations: Is the statement correct? If so leave it blank, if not 
make it correct. 
Walking with a small board balancing a tennis ball and stopping 
suddenly and ball rolls off.  The tennis ball was pushed off  
Walking with a small board balancing a tennis ball and turning 
suddenly and ball rolls off. The tennis ball was pushed off 
Standing with a small board balancing a tennis ball and move 
hand and push tennis ball off.  The tennis ball was pushed off. 
Standing with a small board and drop gently tennis ball on 
slanted board, tennis ball rolls off. The tennis ball was pushed 
off.  
 
Inertia is the resistance of an object to acceleration. 
More Mass ≫ More inertia 

● Demonstrate for the students a set table, candle inertia, 
egg inertia or show video of object inertia phenomenon.  

 Forces Day 1  
Egg, Candle, plastic cups, toilet 
paper rolls 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=T1ux9D7-O38 
use various intertia 
demonstrations from video 
 
P.4D Calculate the effect of forces on 
objects, including the law of inertia, 
the relationship between force and 
acceleration, and the nature of force 
pairs between objects. Readiness 
Standard. 
Newton’s Laws of Motion PPT- 
There are tons online. Select one 
or create your own that you feel 
comfortable with. Show inertia and 
Law #1  

● Or use 
The Physics Classroom 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/
class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s
-First-Law 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DGINcu2RUTrX3wd7sFtbIKaeZ9WAy2Entv-1V5YjOQk/edit#slide=id.g3de9de6548_0_6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1ux9D7-O38
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law


Students complete Stubbornness Of Mass 2019  

 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf0BN0kq7OU 

 
Read 90-91  & 98-99 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Ne
wton-s-First-Law  
 
Demonstrate for the students a set table, dollar bill between 
bottles, egg inertia.  
 
Closing Task: I will use intertia to explain things like getting the 
last drop of ketchup from the bottle and why the toilet paper rips 
if you yank it as opposed to tugging slightly. 

Day 2 Explore NLaws Student Packet Identifying forces  
Objective: Students discover multiple types of forces and give 
them hands-on experience and close observation opportunities  
 
Group discussions wrapping up yesterday. 
 
Students go to different stations that demonstrate various kinds 
of interactions. 
After stations, teacher leads discussion about types of 
interactions (tension, gravitational, friction, normal) using the 
matter model (self made or PASCO bought). 
 
Guide students to create system schemas and free body 
diagrams. 

Forces Day 2  
 
 

Day 3 –Explain Objective: Finish Free Body Diagrams and Vector Addition 
Diagrams from the packet 
 
Use analogy: each individual force is like an individual player. 
The net force is what the team accomplishes together. 
 
khanacademy Net force & acceleration excercise Free Body 
diagrams 
 

Forces Day 3  

 
Day 4 
–Elaborate 

Objective: Discover equations for Fg and Fs through 

experiments 

 

Half of the groups will investigate the relationship between mass and 

weight; the other half of the groups will investigate the relationship 

between force applied to a spring and its’ extension.  

 

Examine the graphs, calculate the slope. Asks groups to figure out 

what other groups’ graphs/slopes imply. 

 

Ex (follow up questions later in the board meeting): “What would be 

different about your graph if you used a looser spring?” or “What 

would be different about your graph if you did this experiment on 

Jupiter? On the moon?” 

 
Explain: Show 0 Gravity plane video and/or OK Go’s music 
video of upside down and inside out 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdJwG_9kF8s&t=404s  

● Forces Day 4  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zfp2xWtD2de-2OV5_R99txMPypbY7cEACWc1gvdzD3E/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf0BN0kq7OU
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/Lesson-1/Newton-s-First-Law
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18Wa1wF8IsRjqLQfis7IjTFJuj98XMmE_jMj1kf-1cSI/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13V7SzEgdBQdbpmJ1V-3TSLY96vXnoxECSoYXjjF3x-0/edit#slide=id.g3de9de6548_0_6
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Bhj8Ay7TdfSGm5k-eblffo8MzVO72n6TP3JMNcIPzG8/edit#slide=id.g422cc356e3_0_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdJwG_9kF8s&t=404s
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1xlVrIFxIU_Q3ssTuOeDQxLtk_VObgUMlCCpTJY7PBxo/edit#slide=id.g422cc35817_1_22


Day 5 
–Elaborate/Eval
uate 

Debrief Lab 
Sample calculations of Mass & weight 
Practice with Free body diagrams (concept builders: change of 
state)https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newt
ons-Laws/Change-of-State/Concept-Builder  
 

Forces Day 5  
● Laptop Cart 

Day 6  
Engage/Explore 

Objective: Practice using force vector addition diagrams to solve 
problems that can be tested in person. 
 
Be sure that students are drawing diagrams, not just trying to 
use an equation. This is the first time students are using Fg=mg 
after the experiment, so they may need support in remembering 
that they know that relationship and how to use it. 
 
Be sure that students are clearly connecting their work to 
Newton’s 1st Law. Ask students, “Are the forces balanced or 
unbalanced here?” And, “What’s your evidence for the forces 
being balanced?” Make sure they are connecting balanced 
forces to the constant velocity of the object (and not to it being 
“at rest”, which isn’t specific enough). 
 
What to look for in exit tickets: 
Students should be drawing VADs. They should be able to use 
the diagram to show how the forces are balanced. They should 
be able to use Fg=mg appropriately and they should be able to 
add the forces as vectors (not add all of the force magnitudes 
together). 
 
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-f
or-balanced-forces/  
Closing Task: Use Free Body & Vector Addition diagrams to 
show how the forces are balanced in various physical situations. 

Forces Day 6  
 
 

Day 7 
–Evaluate/ 
Engage 

Objective:  Discover how force, mass, & acceleration are 
related. 
 
Objective: Use a lab to derive Newton’s 2nd law. 
Check homework 
Constant Push activity: Materials: hover puck& broom 
rope&skateboards; carts & ropes. 
Partners apply a constant pressure to each object, try to 
maintain that constant pressure on each object for as long as 
possible. 
Getting Pushy Activity Handout  
 
Objective: Practice with multiple representations. Make 
connections between acceleration (slope on v-t graph) and Fnet 
(unbalanced part of VAD). 
 
During the whiteboard meeting, students should work toward 
consensus on each section of the motion. It may be easiest for 
them to agree to all of the representations for one section of the 
motion at a time (instead of trying to come to consensus about 
the entire velocity-time graph, first, for example). 
 
“Are the forces balanced or unbalanced during that time? How 
do you know?” 

Forces Day 7  

https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Change-of-State/Concept-Builder
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Change-of-State/Concept-Builder
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qNtBDKSUb6mzNTonyYAebvKRL5QIEFIwWajdYP-EKrg/edit#slide=id.p
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-balanced-forces/
https://kellyoshea.blog/2018/06/28/problem-solving-lab-stations-for-balanced-forces/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1v92YLK6u689AMcrZXSJB6O7dbqWJaA90VLIc_M9hTeM/edit#slide=id.g27b4d65efd_0_10
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uoPkdwkE7lGbJG4Hd6FHKx4d--A5n_owlzVFcLNde1w/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1IUFhJkeN2qQk1qqGVtZgy8CXckbJlxgBtb_akvshf3E/edit#slide=id.g436e6e8157_0_75


“What is the relationship between the velocity-time graph and 
the acceleration?” 
“How is net force related to the other representations?” 
 
Check for student understanding by asking questions like, “How 
can you tell what direction the person is moving from your 
FBD?” (You can’t—you can only tell if the velocity is 
changing—but it takes time for students to internalize that idea.) 
 
 
Alternate Assignment for absent: Online Modified Atwood's Lab  
Closing task: I can use the graphs from the lab to explain the 
relationship between force, mass & acceleration.Finish Lab 
 
Students who finish early may read p. 96-97 and answer 6-11 

Day 8-Explore 
and Explain 
 

 
 
2nd Law Calculation Practice  

(extra read 100-102 and answer the get it question on 102 
Answer 23, & 24 on 105) 
Objective: Gain intuition with Newton’s 2nd law 
 
Show Phyz animation of carts with acceleration. Have students 
attempt 2 of them and check with a classmate with a birthday 
who is similar to  theirs. 
 
Have students begin Rocket Sledder Interactive and finish for 
homework 
Closing Challenge  Force & Motion Concept Builder & Match 
That Free Body Diagram Concept Builder 
or Change of State Concept Builder  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRhkQTQxm4w  

Forces Day 8   

Day 9 
–Elaborate/Eval
uate 

Read in chapter about supersonic jump  
Watch Sci Show video on terminal velocity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0IZsfzDS4s 
Show force diagrams of G greater than air, G & air equal, and Air 
greater than G and have students decide what part of the skydive is 
represented in each diagram 
Watch Red Bull Skydiving video Felix Baumgartner 
 
Begin Coffee Filter Lab use either one in slides or  
Coffee Filter Lab  
 
Finish Lab & answer Elephant & The Feather or khanacademy 
work 

Forces Day 9  

Day 10- Engage 
 

Finish Lab, review and  
 Newton’s Laws Quiz 

Forces Day 10  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lmZa6bhsdU-_PlJYQ1Jn8MhEToUXJ667KHkGrDVwkf8/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GEAahJC3CwVw4flWvJnDjank5vuZ-jW_HmRY3ViCguk/edit
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Newtons-Laws/Rocket-Sledder/Rocket-Sledder-Interactive
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Force-and-Motion/Concept-Builder
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Match-That-FBD/Concept-Builder
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Match-That-FBD/Concept-Builder
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Change-of-State/Concept-Builder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRhkQTQxm4w
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tuoFRgx5UlylB9iglKpZg6HGotYPnHA7UDT_UEfzIEs/edit#slide=id.g4389db7661_0_104
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0IZsfzDS4s
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t9Qyuc7kqWcW1eEAXfdRKxybKn3qLVvFg5G0a9w_jKw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x8oNiLQFWzZ-mQfFkqE-OL-jgHh2TM_qdpDLW74A0vQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17ZJOiVJxGoLSGD9A-8iV7j8vVV1_NbiQ4Ren_6Co4KA/edit#slide=id.g436d86dcfc_0_47
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LcFV0aXJaM6Hnut7I3Y6lOPmW3GOcNSxNawn5KIfZx4/edit#slide=id.g436e7e9df2_0_5


Day 11-Evaluate 
 

 

Interaction stations Interaction Stations  
 
bellringer: 2 ropes pull on a 10 kg box. One pulls 30 N left and 
one pulls 10 right. Find the acceleration of the box. 
If the same forces were applied to a 2 kg box, what would be the 
new acceleration? 

 

Practice Identifying easy force pairs. Increase in difficulty. 

Station 
p. 115 # 57, 58, 59 

 
Use demo 2 people of similar mass sitting on skateboards and 
pulling  
Discuss Cannon on frictionless wheels. Find acceleration of both 
cannon and cannonball. 

 
veritasium best video on newton’s 3rd law video 
Interaction Pair Notes Handout  

assign khanacademy 3rd law  
Assign Newton’s 1st law & all of newton’s laws on khanacademy Due 
wednesday. 

● Forces Day 11 Slides   

Day 12 
 
Engage 

Calculation day: work on physicsaviary net force game simple. 
Calculations. 
 
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Games/Ne
tForceSimpleGame/  
 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-L
aws/FnetEqualsMA  
 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-L
aws/Net-Force-Ranking-Tasks  
 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-L
aws/Which-One-Doesnt-Belong  
 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Vectors-an
d-Projectiles/Head-to-Tail-Addition/Questions  
 
After quiz, pick up vector addition handout Vector Practice 
Components  
Demo component addition concept builder 
Assign Vector addition 

 

Day 13 
 
Evaluate 

Quiz ● Forces Day 13 Quiz & 
Projectiles  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tempc3Zs7Zam5z5cns9Wg-EUvV1PDJPqLQFAoZ_DAjY/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bTdMmNZm2M
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15caDODauz_fGYiz-JM2LJ-vcacpt_2vMS6wqFCnFQCU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Hc__6d9ZHxPEr_HERUV7Wtcx4YEy1IFZAMe_3XJlojA/edit
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Games/NetForceSimpleGame/
https://www.thephysicsaviary.com/Physics/Programs/Games/NetForceSimpleGame/
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/FnetEqualsMA
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/FnetEqualsMA
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Net-Force-Ranking-Tasks
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Net-Force-Ranking-Tasks
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Which-One-Doesnt-Belong
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Newtons-Laws/Which-One-Doesnt-Belong
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Vectors-and-Projectiles/Head-to-Tail-Addition/Questions
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Concept-Builders/Vectors-and-Projectiles/Head-to-Tail-Addition/Questions
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XuBuPlRoE98-CO2mVHjB915mgEmUzwnOU1-XoBGHTDc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XuBuPlRoE98-CO2mVHjB915mgEmUzwnOU1-XoBGHTDc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AbeFgclPsz9JQmFF_5PB1zM07yDm1iAmU8z9_a-PaFs/edit#slide=id.g436e7e9df2_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AbeFgclPsz9JQmFF_5PB1zM07yDm1iAmU8z9_a-PaFs/edit#slide=id.g436e7e9df2_0_5


Day 14 
 
Explore 

Makin my way downstream online simulation  OL 2D intro  
 
Finish with Force relative to motion on physicsaviaryForces Day 
12  
 
 
Freaky Friday 
 
Where does all the weight go activity 
Vector pull   Freaky Friday slides  
 
 
 
 
Work through Vector Components & Projectile Diagramming 
p. 11,12, 14 & 15 
 
 
 

Projectiles Day 1  

Elaborate Range vs. Angle Lab  VP11 
discuss why that angle might lead to the farthest range. 
 
Work through Turd the Target physicsclassroom in the same manner of 
the marble drop 

 

 Up & down concept builder 
 
4 Question Quiz 
Review kahoot!  Post Practice Test & Answers  
2D Forces & Vectors 
 
Where did all the weight go?? minilab 
Important transition question: As you change the angle of 
the ramp, are you changing the weight of the cart? 
 
Inclined Plane Conceptual Physics Page  
end with tilted head trick 

 

Performance 
Indicators and 
Concepts 
(Optional) 

Simplifying FBD & finding acceleration  
 
Mass vs Weight On Level  

 
Create and share a multimedia presentation depicting student 
demonstrations of Newton's Laws of Motion as well as other key 
force concepts.  Include the following key force concepts: 

● Friction 
● Ramps 
● Inerta 
● Constant Force & Acceleration 
● Action/Reaction Pairs 

 
For each scenario, list the law/concept, explain how the 
picture/video matches the concept, and draw a free-body 
diagram to describe the forces acting on the object or objects..  
For the scenario depicting Newton's 2nd Law, include 
calculations. 
 

o Assessment  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EHwUzLac-T111qcrE8q9tSIAZXTe3_JJDsrUY0vkpMk/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sBmt5Uu_v7vBUSimiuKiKtIvRsPwpKLuxjUgEZzecUU/edit#slide=id.g43ac71144a_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1sBmt5Uu_v7vBUSimiuKiKtIvRsPwpKLuxjUgEZzecUU/edit#slide=id.g43ac71144a_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RFyA0CVxNpwxMJ8erPUKnhJ5xAwhvf8E3gHzAMYhfOM/edit#slide=id.g645b9f3097_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1z6E1S6ewMP1vsrrZfFzYdU6LPpRc8GtBiC65XbIF4M8/edit#slide=id.g4342f36223_0_30
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g8zfsyCqHRR56_VkJM8LEH-OpKv9CRxLeuChV1stlPQ/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5hsecOSS9PVaHc4YlJPNmdqS0lLRTEyWHVLdkpiUnVmajNV
https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/773036/12_sph0401h_free-body-diagrams.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y0l2oy6XLBIoB7lg-Rt02IFP1wWsLJhCx-0wjMSPjPw/edit


Change – Force and Motion 
  
Constancy – Force and Motion 
  
Properties – Change 
 
 

 
extra stuff page 96 #1-7,    , #40-42 
Getting Pushy 2nd Law Notes  
 
car rocket lab  
 
2nd Law Lab:  
Constant Force & Changing Mass vs  
Constant mass & changing force 
2nd Law Lab   
or Modify 2nd Law Lab  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Freaky Friday Lesson Plan 
Force Vector Intro emphasize that when parallel, B & C are only fighting A, but when at an angle, B&C fight A, but also 
each other. 

Physics Classroom vector demo 

Closing Task: Work through Conceptual Physics normal force worksheet together Normal force on ramps find 
acceleration. Simplify (no need to calculate for vector resultants) 

  

Vectors & Components Concept Development 
 

( Other options Physicsclassroom Map Lab   or physicsclassroom.com As the Crow Flies Lab or Equilibrium lab) 

 

 

         a = F
M a = F

M a = 1
FM a = 1

FM  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvGZYFWyG3LoPqsdxSrE6XonMFaNHz1dcrX7CoT93Jo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17ANvh3YLweLnNjSzLGQ0-2JIO7wTFADaYDQS0QMklDA/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13BcAuHJ4Dj9c4aGfUd78LVry2byido7XqSi4xf_D_T8/edit#
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/newtlaws/nl4tg.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h4GQnL936l_72ALMak_EKNI74So7YLFSxOcSn-lSvWw/edit
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/vectproj/vp1tg.pdf
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/getattachment/lab/vectproj/vp2tg.pdf

